
 

 

AZIMUTH TRACKING ERROR - - - FRICTIONAL DRAG & MOTOR LOAD 
 
Motor loading and friction drag caused by bushing slop and poorly fitted unpolished parts has been found and identified in 8 places 
within the Autostar mounts WHEN THE TELESCOPE IS NOT PERFECTLY BALANCED.  The drag caused by the high 
frictions will ultimately destroy the motor and gear assembly in addition to creating uneven star tracking even when the telescope 
is new.   
 
The friction is caused by the offset mounting design & preloading of telescopes away from the vertical pivot axis on single arm 
mounts, and is increased with the use of accessories.  These problems are not restricted to single arm mounts and may also apply to 
ETX mounts depending on the accessory pre-load and whether plastic bushings, unpolished shafts, and unpolished receivers were 
used in the basic housing assembly. It is likely that Meade used the same housing design and materials on many models.  
 
Because of the mechanical fulcrum, the telescope and any accessories place great force on the unpolished pivot shaft against the 
inside of poor fitting plastic bushings which can also rub against the cast metal outside housing. If the shaft and housing were 
polished this would not present any problem. Nothing is polished. Other areas will be identified as we go into the assy.  
 
Picture shown below is an EXTREME load condition of a very heavy Stellarvue 80mm on a single arm Autostar mount.  The 
correction is shown as a weighted arm mounted securely through the upper plastic housing  and through a metal framework inside 
the mount for strength & rigidity. The small weight I had required extending the arm more than what I like. It can be shortened 
with a heavier weight later. This scope mount has vastly improved Azimuth tracking after the modification. This particular 
telescope load only exaggerates the friction problems on other scopes. Correcting for this will be the same for other mounts.   
 



 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 
  The standoffs supporting the weighted arm are illustrated below. Their location is dictated by the shape of the underlying metal 
framework beneath and inside the upper housing. Mounting hardware must go through that framework to prevent the weight and 
torque from damaging or mal forming the upper soft plastic housing. The sliding weight can adjust for accessories like heavy 
eyepieces or cameras that are frequently changed. Adjustment is by simply (gently) rocking  or squeezing the upper mount slightly 
to find the balance that moves the upper portion with only a slight pressure.  
 
The original mount with standard telescope had poor tracking and would frequently lose lock altogether and slew wildly, requiring 
a panic power shut-down and another new setup afterward. It was all due to friction from the offset scope weight slowing and 
causing the motor to work unevenly enough to cause total loss of tracking. The standoff balance arm with counter weight has 
eliminated any loss of lock & wild slewing. Suggested location of standoffs shown below. 
 



 

 



 

 

 
 
 
A simple test to determine whether any correction is needed for balance friction or rubbing parts is to preload your telescope with 
the accessories you use and  gently squeeze the upper and lower housings together with your fingers noting  gap changes between 
the upper and lower housing. Do this at all 4 compass points around the OTA. If it takes very little pressure to move the housings 
closer together at all 4 points, the entire telescope is well balanced. If on the other hand you see a wider gap somewhere around the 
circumference between the two housings and they can be squeezed together with greater force... Then there is major imbalance 
which will certainly have enough bushing friction and other rub problems to drag the motor down and make it hard to keep 
accurate track. TWO of the 8 friction points are the LIPS inside the upper and lower housing. Where there is excessive gap on one 
side, the other side will rub during tracking. Those lips are not visible from the outside. 
 
Another  2 points which create heavy friction is the housing hardware that secures the upper housing  to the lower housing 
assembly.  This can be a very severe friction area for a couple of reasons. One is not all mounts have a spacer washer under the 
large washer at the topside of the bolt which tends to prevent over tightening the bolt against the large washer to the point the 
washer compresses the large lip on the plastic bushing down on the housing itself becoming a rotational “brake” slowing or 
stopping the motor.  This can happen also by an unbalanced telescope with enough “tilt” to force an edge of the washer down on 
the bushing. Under no circumstances should the bolt and washer be tightened against the bushing lip. That bolt and washer is there 
only to prevent housing separation after assembly. The tightened bolt should allow the washer to be OVER the bushing lip without 
drag and without touching it. 
 
It is important to understand before we go further, that we cannot remove the slop without a total redesign for needle bearings. If 
any attempt is made to take out the slop or “tilt play” it will result in putting so much drag on the housing the motor will not be 
able to turn it. The slop is here to stay. All we can do is reduce it to a reasonable limit some, and keep the frictions minimal. Below 
image shows the mounting bolt and large washer with the lip of the bushing below it. Optical illusion! Bolt is DOWNWARD. 
 



 

 



 

 

 
Same area below showing bolt and washer(s) removed.  Again Bolt hole is downward.  Optical illusion here. 
NOTE -This bolt and assembly has nothing to do with the clutch that allows movement in the azimuth by hand. 
That clutch feature is set by a compression ring on the main gear inside the lower housing.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Below image is the upper portion of the mount showing the motor & gear assembly. Notice the upper bushing  inside the 
unpolished housing. It has to rub against that in addition to a rough finished vertical shaft which will go up inside it.  So does the 
bottom bushing  which is in the lower housing. Any imbalance of the telescope will put great pressure on the sides opposite of each 
other on both bushings by the pivot shaft. That pressure will create a huge drag because of  the rough surfaces of the shaft and the 
rough surfaces of the housings making it more difficult for anything to move. All these things are why we must balance.  
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
This upper housing  has a “spring loaded” plastic gear assembly which can help us to determine when we have minimized the 
friction by balancing the telescope with its accessories.  
 
We need only to remove the spring clip carefully wiggling it out sideways to the right, then pull the gear assy. toward you which is  
away from the center. This will allow re-assembly of the entire housing and mounting the telescope without engaging the gearing.  
 
 That  will enable us to rotate the upper housing and telescope to feel the amount of friction or drag the motor will have turning the 
azimuth axis before we add a counter weight arm. We want minimal drag and if mounting a weighted arm is necessary to achieve 
balance, this test will show  just how much it helps the motor when there is almost no resistance in turning it by hand even with the 
telescope and its accessories mounted on it. 
 
Below image is with spring clip removed and gear assembly pulled back. Lower bushing  which is seated at bottom of pivot shaft  
has been placed in its normal position on the upper housing when the two housings are assembled together. 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
This assembly can now be reassembled without gear engagement. Telescope can be mounted and the azimuth assembly can be 
rotated on the tripod to determine if excess friction exists which will require the balancing arm & weight. If balance is good 
(rotation is effortless), then  remove telescope and separate the two housings, reinstall the spring clip and tilt the gear so that the 
clip touches the vertical housing stop placed there for that purpose. To reassemble, gently wiggle the upper housing down on the 
lower housing so as to allow the worm gear to seat properly on the ring gear. Do not force it. It will slip together with a little 
rocking and rotation for gear alignment. Reinstall the hub bolt and washers after insuring the plastic bushing lip is flush on the 
upper housing. You are done unless a weighted arm was needed.    
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